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MARKET REVIEW
International stocks declined in conjunction with 
a broad-based drawdown in global equities during 
the second quarter. Given a backdrop of stressed 
commodity markets, accelerating inflation and rising 
recession fears, investors quickened their pace in 
reducing exposure to risk assets. Global central banks 
moved to raise rates in response to inflation pressures, 
adding to the downward pressure on equity multiples. 
In contrast to past periods where there was some return 
differentiation at a regional level, performance in the 
quarter was almost identical between the U.S. and 
non-U.S. markets – with the MSCI EAFE Index and 
S&P 500 Index posting returns of -19.6% and -19.9%, 
respectively. On a style basis, value continued to fare 
relatively better than growth – a trend that has been in 
place since the market’s peak last November. 

While the ongoing Russia-Ukraine conflict continues 
to be a destabilizing event across the broader global 
landscape, policymakers are in the midst of battling a 
different (and less lethal) foe – inflation. Central banks 
around the world have begun to raise rates in response 
to the higher cost in goods and services. In Europe, 
the Bank of England has hiked rates five times since 
December, while the Swiss National Bank surprised the 
market with a 50 basis point raise in June – their first 
hike in 15 years. The European Central Bank (ECB) is 
also committed to raising rates in July, but are walking 
a tightrope – trying to rein in inflation, while not further 
hindering the region’s growth efforts that have already 
been slowed by the war in Ukraine. The Bank of Japan 
is one notable sovereign that has not made any changes 
to policy, as inflation levels have yet to hit the BOJ’s 2% 
target, thus enabling policymakers to maintain a more 
accommodative stance (although a weakening yen is 
becoming a concern).

Higher inflation levels and a commensurate more 
hawkish stance on monetary policy brings about it the 
end of an era – negative bond yields. The idea of paying 
more for a bond than what one will receive by way of 
interest and return of principal at maturity is truly a 
perverse financial concept – yet there were over 4500 
such securities in the Bloomberg Global Aggregate 
Negative Yielding Debt Index last year (down to less 
than 100 now). What are the investment implications 
from higher borrowing costs? Cambiar believes that a 
rising cost of capital is likely to continue pressuring the 
multiples assigned to longer duration growth stocks; 
marginal businesses with elevated debt levels may also 
be more vulnerable. In contrast, rising inflation/nominal 

growth trends should benefit the earnings recovery 
in more traditional cyclical segments of the market. 
Regardless of style classification, higher rates place 
increased emphasis on identifying quality businesses 
that have a record of capital discipline and pricing 
power in their respective verticals. 
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INTERNATIONAL SMALL CAP
CONTRIBUTORS

Top Five Avg. Weights Contribution

Biffa Plc 2.65 0.31

CCL Industries 1.47 0.24

Coca-Cola Femsa 2.89 0.14

Euroapi 0.66 0.01

Burford Capital 0.01 0.01

DETRACTORS

Bottom Five Avg. Weights Contribution

B&M European Value Retail 2.05 -0.78

Eurazeo 2.95 -0.78

Peptidream 2.01 -1.02

flatexDEGIRO 1.83 -1.24

Volue 1.97 -1.34

A complete description of Cambiar’s performance calculation methodology, including a complete list of each security that contributed to the performance 
of the Cambiar portfolio mentioned above is available upon request. Please contact Cambiar at 1.888.673.9950 for additional information. Past 
performance is no guarantee of future results.

2Q 2022 YTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year Since Inception

Int’l Small Cap (gross) -17.2% -28.2% -32.3% -2.7% 0.7% 4.4%

Int’l Small Cap (net) -17.4% -28.6% -32.9% -3.5% 0.0% 3.7%

MSCI EAFE Small Cap -17.7% -24.7% -24.0% 1.1% 1.7% 5.8%

International Small Cap Composite Inception Date: 6.30.2013 / See Disclosure – Performance

The Cambiar International Small Cap (SMINT) portfolio 
was unable to sidestep the challenging market 
environment, but was able to post a modest margin of 
downside protection relative to the strategy benchmark. 
Cambiar’s relative outperformance was a function of 
positive stock selection in the Materials and Consumer 
Staples sectors, as well as a small cash balance.

Given the heightened volatility within the international 
small cap space, the Cambiar team was active weighing 
the risk/reward for existing positions relative to 
potential upgrade opportunities that may have reached 
actionable attachment points. Trade activity in the 
quarter was comprised of five purchases and five sales, 
with additional incremental adds/trims to achieve the 
desired balance at a portfolio level. Idea generation 
remains a function of company-specific fundamentals, 
vs. letting a given macro narrative overly influence buy/
sell decisions. Incoming purchases spanned a variety of 
sectors and regions.  

Although the Materials sector was the weakest 
performing sector in the index during 2Q, Cambiar’s 
holdings fared considerably better than the index – thus 
representing a (relative) bright spot for the SMINT 
portfolio. CCL Industries was a notable standout in 
the quarter; this company has a leadership position in 

specialty labels and packaging solutions. Like many 
businesses, CCL has encountered supply chain and 
associated cost challenges. Yet the company was still 
able to post strong organic growth across all market 
segments, triggering the re-rating in the stock price. We 
believe the company remains well-positioned as macro 
conditions normalize. 

The SMINT portfolio historically has had a sizable 
allocation to Consumer Staples, as we view the more 
acyclical revenue profile for many companies in the 
sector can provide a margin of ballast relative to 
Cambiar’s more economically-sensitive allocations. For 
the quarter, Cambiar benefited from both an overweight 
allocation as well as positive stock selection within 
the sector. Mexico-based Coca-Cola Femsa was a 2Q 
outperformer; as the largest franchise bottler for the 
Coca-Cola Company, Femsa weathered the cyclical 
storm well in Q2 and held up much better than the 
broader market. Despite a negative impact from the 
depreciation of the Mexican peso, the company posted 
strong year-over-year revenue growth. Femsa should 
also benefit from increased scale as a result of the 
company’s recent acquisition of Swiss-based Valora. 

Cambiar’s holdings in the Financials sector comprised 
the largest detraction from performance in the quarter. 
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While diverse in nature, Cambiar’s holdings are more 
geared toward exchanges and asset managers vs, 
the interest rate sensitive banks that benefited from 
the sharp move in interest rates in Q2. FlatexDegiro, 
a discount brokerage firm based in Germany (think 
E*TRADE in Europe) was negatively impacted by the 
drawdown in equity prices as well as revenues that were 
flat year over year. New customer acquisition costs have 
been higher and trading volume was weaker in Q2, 
but FlatexDegiro is taking share in a down market. We 
continue to believe the opportunity here is large, as the 
penetration of low-cost trading platforms in Europe is 
still very low relative to the proliferation that has taken 
place in the U.S. market. 

Software holding Volue was another notable detractor 
during the quarter, as the company’s share price 
declined in response to a softer-than-expect earnings 
report. Volue’s software solutions help utilities (power 
generation, distribution, retail) forecast and predict 
their power needs by helping them trade and balance 
their energy loads in real time. Total revenues were 
in-line with consensus, but margins were weaker and 
adjusted EBITDA came in below estimates. Volue did 
note a slowdown in client spend due to geopolitical 
uncertainties (Ukraine/Russia conflict), but overall 
power consumption continues to grow. More importantly 
the more “volatile” sources of power consumption (i.e., 
wind, hydro, solar) continue to take market share across 
Nordic and European power markets, which should 
benefit the company longer-term. 

Although the portfolio’s regional allocations have been 
a modest positive to performance over longer-term 
periods, Cambiar was negatively impacted by regional 
exposures in the quarter. More specifically, Cambiar’s 
low allocation (8%) to Japan vs. the 28% weighting in 
the index proved to be a performance headwind. The 
yen strengthened during the quarter in response to the 
market sell-off, thus providing a disproportionate benefit 
to the benchmark. The low allocation to Japan is not 
a tactical decision – but many Japanese small caps 
generally don’t exhibit the quality characteristics we 
seek, and our team is simply finding more interesting 
investment opportunities in Europe and the U.K.

Cash levels seldom have a material impact on 
performance; that said, an elevated cash position 
dampened the volatility of the portfolio during the 
downturn and benefited results. Cambiar has been 
incrementally putting the portfolio’s dry powder to 
work after the speed and sharpness of the drawdown 

this quarter rapidly expanded the pool of potential 
investment candidates for our team. 

LOOKING AHEAD
As discussed in our first quarter commentary, reduced 
liquidity in the markets was likely to result in lower 
multiples for equities. This view came to pass in the 
second quarter, as risk assets of all types declined 
in response to tightening monetary policy. Although 
the emotional pendulum may not yet have swung to 
the capitulation and despair extremes that typically 
coincide with a market trough, current valuations 
embed a high degree of skepticism towards forward 
earnings expectations. 

Market corrections are never pleasant, but resets of this 
nature are part of an economic cycle. Has the market 
bottomed, or is there more downside from here? We are 
obviously hesitant to make a prediction on the near-term 
trajectory for equities. That said, it is very difficult to 
time the market. Rather, Cambiar views adherence 
to one’s asset allocation plan and maintaining a 
longer-term mindset to be the more proven path to 
compounding wealth. By the time the market issues 
some version of an ‘all clear’ signal, stock prices are 
likely to have already begun to move higher.

The focus at Cambiar remains on identifying resilient 
businesses that can deliver free cashflow irrespective 
of the current macro narrative, as well as provide a 
margin of safety via a strong market position, pricing 
power, and related quality attributes. Selectivity remains 
key, but we are confident that the low valuation/
low expectation profile that is being indiscriminately 
assigned to many of our holdings can translate into 
outsized returns as conditions normalize.

We appreciate your continued confidence in Cambiar 
Investors.
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DISCLOSURE
Performance: The performance information represents the respective Cambiar strategy composite and may be preliminary. Returns are presented gross (g) 
and net (n) of management fees and include the reinvestment of all income. Gross and net returns have been reduced by transaction costs. Net returns 
are also reduced by actual investment advisory fees and other expenses that may be incurred in the management of the account.  Cambiar negotiates 
advisory fees with each individual client or relationship. Please refer to our Form ADV Part 2A for additional disclosures regarding our investment 
management fees.  Net of fees performance reflects a blended fee schedule of all accounts within the relevant composite. Cambiar clients and mutual 
fund investors may incur actual fee rates that are greater or less than the rate reflected in this performance summary.  Returns are reported in U.S. 
dollars.  Index returns include the reinvestment of all income, and assume no management, custody, transaction or other expenses. Each index is a 
broadly based index that reflects overall market performance and Cambiar’s returns may not be correlated to the index against which it is compared for 
a number of reasons including investment approach and number and types of holdings. Each index is unmanaged, and one cannot invest directly in an 
index.  Cambiar’s past results do not necessarily indicate Cambiar’s future performance and, as is the case with all investment advisors who concentrate 
on equity investments, Cambiar’s future performance may result in a loss. The top/bottom contributors is for a representative portfolio in the strategy.  A 
complete description of Cambiar’s performance calculation methodology, including a complete list of each security that contributed to the performance of 
the portfolios, is available upon request. Please contact Cambiar at 1-888-673-9950 for additional information.

International Small Cap Benchmark:  The MSCI EAFE Small Cap Index is a free float-adjusted, market capitalization weighted index that is designed to 
measure small cap representation across developed market equity performance, excluding the U.S. & Canada. Benchmark returns are net of withholding 
taxes.  Cambiar typically records dividends net of withholding taxes although it may depend on various factors such as the issue country and custodian’s 
treatment. Prior to July 2019, Cambiar typically followed each custodian’s treatment of tax withholding and therefore dividends may have been presented 
as gross or net of dividend tax withholding depending on the custodian’s treatment. Withholding taxes may vary according to the investor’s domicile, and 
other reasons.

Certain information contained in this communication constitutes “forward-looking statements”, which are based on Cambiar’s beliefs, as well as certain 
assumptions concerning future events, using information currently available to Cambiar.  Due to market risk and uncertainties, actual events, results, or 
performance may differ materially from that reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. All information provided is not intended to be, 
and should not be construed as, investment, legal or tax advice.  Nothing contained herein should be construed as a recommendation or endorsement 
to buy or sell any security, investment or portfolio allocation. Securities highlighted or discussed have been selected to illustrate Cambiar’s investment 
approach and/or market outlook. The portfolios are actively managed and securities discussed may or may not be held in client portfolios at any given 
time, do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold, or recommended by Cambiar, and the reader should not assume that investments in the 
securities identified and discussed were or will be profitable.  As with any investments, there are risks to be considered.  All material is provided for 
informational purposes only and there is no guarantee that the opinions expressed herein will be valid beyond the date of this presentation.  

Source:  MSCI. MSCI makes no express or implied warranties or representations and shall have no liability whatsoever with respect to any MSCI data 
contained herein. The MSCI data may not be further redistributed or used to create indices or financial products. This report is not approved or produced 
by MSCI.  
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